Mobilize your workforce with professional-grade dictation

Empower field workers, lawyers, social workers, insurance adjusters, public safety officers and other professionals to keep up with documentation demands, even when they are away from their desk with Nuance Dragon Anywhere Group—a cloud-based, professional-grade mobile dictation solution for enterprises of all sizes.

For organizations whose employees spend their time in the field or traveling but are still tasked with heavy documentation demands, paperwork backlogs are a unique challenge. Completing detailed and accurate documents and reports can be time-consuming, oftentimes finding employees taking incomplete notes or finishing work back at their desktop or after hours. This can lead to inaccurate reporting and inefficient documentation workflows, not to mention compliance risks. There’s a better way.

Give your mobile workforce the power to get documents done wherever work takes them.

**Improve mobile documentation.**
The cloud-based voice recognition in Dragon Anywhere Group means mobile professionals can dictate continuously without time or length constraints, and with the ability to easily share documents and reports via email or popular cloud-based sharing apps, such as Dropbox® and Evernote®.

**Create form-based templates to speed field reporting.**
Using Dragon Anywhere’s auto-texts feature, field workers can easily create fillable forms, such as client intake forms, in just a few steps. Once created, they can navigate from field to field using simple spoken commands and fill in all the content by voice.

**Enjoy quick and fast editing.**
Dragon Anywhere Group has been enhanced to include the powerful voice-editing and customization features many have come to enjoy from Dragon on the desktop. Now, it’s easy to modify, edit, or format text to create and share rich, detailed and accurate documents and reports—all by voice.

**Benefits at-a-glance**

- Achieve faster documentation turnaround from your mobile workforce
- Improve document workflows and easily create and share documents via a wide-range of cloud-hosted services
- Sync with Dragon on the desktop for seamless productivity
- Improve your business reputation with faster turnaround of high-quality documentation
- Reduce liability risks associated with inaccurate or incomplete documentation
- Simplify ITs job with a solution that’s easy to deploy, maintain and centrally manage

**Built for teams. Built for the enterprise.**
Nuance offers flexible volume licensing programs—designed to help organizations realize improved productivity at an affordable price.

**System requirements**

- Compatible with Android 4.4+ phones and tablets
- Compatible with iOS 9.3.5+ (iPad® 3+, iPhone® 5+ or iPad Mini 1+) phones and tablets
- Active Wi-Fi or cellular connection
Improve report detail and specificity.
Dragon Anywhere Group delivers optimal recognition dictation accuracy right out of the gate, with no training required. There's no need to decipher handwritten notes or try to recall details from hours before. Employees can dictate in real time to ensure reporting accuracy while capturing client interactions and personal insights that lead to more detailed, specific reports and documentation.

Boost mobile productivity with customization and personalization.
Speed document creation and boost productivity by customizing and personalizing Dragon Anywhere Group to business needs. For instance, add customized words for accurate recognition of specific industry terms. Or create simple voice commands to short-cut repetitive steps, like inserting standard clauses into documents.

Work across devices to drive professional productivity.
Seamless synchronization across devices or the latest versions of Dragon Group desktop solutions means mobile professionals can remain productive wherever work takes them. Paperwork can be started in the field and completed back at the desktop, with the same customized dictation experience on any device.

Quick and easy central management.
Dragon Anywhere Group includes powerful management tools with the Nuance Management Center, a web-based environment that enables central administration at a user, group, site or organization-wide level.

To learn more about Dragon Anywhere Group, call 1-866-748-9536 or visit: www.nuance.com/dragon.